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EVIDENCE FOR QUARK GLUON PLASMAFROM HADRON PRODUCTIONIN HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR COLLISIONS�Marek Ga¹dzikiInstitut für Kernphysik, University of FrankfurtAugust Euler Str. 6, D�60486 Frankfurt, Germany(Reeived Otober 13, 1999)The experimental results on the pion, strangeness and J= produ-tion in high energy nulear ollisions are disussed. The anomalous energydependene of pion and strangeness prodution is onsistent with the hy-pothesis that a transition to a deon�ned phase takes plae between the topAGS (� 15 A�GeV) and the SPS (� 200 A�GeV) energies. The J= pro-dution systematis at the SPS an be understood assuming that the J= mesons are reated at hadronization aording to the available hadroniphase spae. This new interpretation of the J= data allows one to es-tablish a oherent piture of high energy nulear ollisions based on thestatistial approahes of the ollision early stage and hadronization. Sur-prisingly, the statistial model of strong interations is suessful even inthe region reserved up to now for pQCD based models.PACS numbers: 24.85.+p 1. IntrodutionThe basi motivation for a broad experimental program of nuleus�nuleus (A+A) ollisions at high energies is the searh for the Quark GluonPlasma (QGP) [1℄. An impressive set of experimental data has been ol-leted during the last deades and many unexpeted phenomena have beendisovered [2℄. The results indiate surprising saling behaviours whih �nda natural interpretation within statistial models of the early stage of theollision [3℄ as well as the hadronization [4, 5℄. Within this framework oneonludes that the results are onsistent with the hypothesis of a QGP re-ation in A + A ollisions at the SPS [3℄. The ollision energy region in� Presented at the XXXIX Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 29�June 8, 1999. (3611)



3612 M. Ga¹dzikiwhih the transition to QGP takes plae is loated between the top AGS(� 15 A�GeV) and the SPS (� 200 A�GeV) energies.This interpretation, however, is still under vivid disussion, beause thestatistial models are not ommonly reognized as valid tools to investigatehigh energy nulear ollisions. Indeed, their basi assumptions annot bederived from QCD.On the other hand it is di�ult to use QCD for the interpretation ofthe experimental results. Problems arise beause almost all e�ets expetedin the ase of the transition to QGP are in the domain of the so-alledsoft proesses for whih experimentally testable preditions of QCD are notavailable. Attempts to build phenomenologial QCD inspired models are notvery suessful [6℄ either. Conlusive interpretation of the data within thesemodels seems to be impossible as one annot estimate the unertainties dueto the used approximations.Thus, the question whether QGP is reated in A + A ollisions at highenergies unavoidably leads to the more fundamental question about our un-derstanding of strong interations.The aim of this ontribution is a brief disussion within the frameworkof the statistial models of the data on the pion, strangeness and J= pro-dution in nulear ollisions.2. Pion produtionThe majority of partiles produed during high energy interations arepions. Thus, pions arry basi information on entropy reated in the ollisionand onsequently their yield should be sensitive to the e�etive number ofdegrees of freedom at the early stage. The energy dependene of mean pionmultipliity in nuleon�nuleon (N +N) interations is plotted in Fig. 1 [7℄.The pion yield appears to be proportional the energy measure introduedby Fermi [8℄: F � (psNN � 2mN )3=4=ps1=4NN ; (1)where psNN is the .m. energy for a nuleon�nuleon pair and mN is thenuleon mass. This dependene was predited by Fermi [8℄ and Landau [9℄almost 50 years ago. It follows diretly from the assumption that the mostprobable (maximum entropy) state is reated in the early stage of the olli-sion. The energy dependene of the pion yield in entral A+A ollisions isdi�erent from that observed for N +N interations. The omparison is pre-sented in Fig. 2 [7℄ where the di�erene between the average number of pionsper wounded nuleon (partiipant) in A+A and N +N interations [10℄ isshown as a funtion of the ollision energy. At low energies (the AGS andbelow) the pion prodution in A+A ollisions is signi�antly suppressed inomparison to N +N interations. This suppression an be understood as
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Fig. 1. The dependene of the mean pion multipliity for all inealsti nuleon�nuleon interations on the ollision energy measured by the Fermi energy variable,F = (psNN � 2mN )3=4)=ps1=4NN . The dashed line is plotted to guide the eye.

Fig. 2. The dependene of the di�erene between pion/baryon ratios for entralA + A ollisions and nuleon�nuleon interation at the same energy per nuleonon the ollision energy [7℄ measured by the Fermi energy variable, F = (psNN �2mN )3=4)=ps1=4NN . The solid line shows preditions of the statistial model of theearly stage assuming transition to the QGP between the top AGS (F � 2) andSPS (F � 4).



3614 M. Ga¹dzikidue to entropy transfer to the baryoni setor [11℄ during the expansion ofthe matter [12℄. The pion enhanement e�et is observed in entral A + Aollisions at the SPS [13℄. The hange from the pion suppression to pionenhanement pattern an be attributed to the transition to the QGP our-ring between the AGS and the SPS energies. In fat, the statistial modelof the early stage, whih assumes this transition, orretly reprodues thedata [3℄, see solid line in Fig. 2. In the model the pion enhanement is dueto the inreased entropy ontent of the deon�ned matter.3. Strangeness produtionThe energy dependene of the strangeness to pion ratio in A + A andN +N interations is ompared in Fig. 3 [7℄

Fig. 3. The dependene of the strangeness/pion ratio, ES = (h�i+ hK +Ki)=h�i,for entral A+A ollisions (losed irles) and nuleon�nuleon interations (opensquares) as a funtion of ollision energy [7℄ measured by the Fermi energy vari-able, F . The solid line shows preditions of the statistial model of the early stageassuming transition to the QGP between the top AGS (F � 2) and SPS (F � 4).where the ratio ES � (h�i+ hK +Ki)=h�i (2)is plotted as a funtion of F . Between the AGS (F � 2) and the SPS(F � 4) energies the ratio for N + N interations inreases by a fator ofabout 2. Very di�erent behaviour is observed for entral A + A ollisions,where no signi�ant energy dependene is observed. The latter behaviouran be interpreted as due to the transition to the QGP taking plae betweenthe AGS and the SPS energies. The statistial model of the early stage



Evidene for Quark Gluon Plasma from... 3615suggests that the ratio should reah a maximum at the beginning of thetransition region [3℄, see solid line in Fig. 3. Thus, a non-monotoni energybehaviour of the strangeness to pion ratio is predited; the transition issignal by the suppression of the strangeness to pion ratio.We note that in the piture of the non-equilibrium strangeness produ-tion a very di�erent onlusion is reahed [14℄, namely the strangeness en-hanement is expeted to be a signal of the transition.4. J= produtionSine a long time the prodution of J= mesons has been onsideredas a sensitive probe of the state of matter in the early stage [15, 16℄. Thisreasoning is based on the assumption that the J= meson (or its pre-state)is produed at the very beginning of the ollision proess due to the oales-ene of the �� pairs produed in the hard QCD proess [17℄. This orthodoxpiture suggests also that the Drell�Yan pairs should be used as a properreferene for the J= study. Within this framework a ompliated patternof J= suppression was established experimentally by the NA38 and NA50Collaborations [18,19℄. The analysis of this pattern suggests that the deon-�ned matter is reated only in entral Pb+Pb ollisions where an anomaloussuppression was observed.This onlusion as well as the theoretial framework leading to it arevery di�erent from the pion and strangeness ases disussed in the previ-ous setions. Thus, the piture of the A + A ollision proess seems to beinonsistent.It has been, however, reently found [3, 20℄ that the J= multipliityinreases proportionaly to the pion multipliity in ollisions from p + p toentral Pb+Pb at the SPS. The ratio of the J= multipliity to the mul-tipliity of negatively harged hadrons (mostly �� mesons) is plotted inFig. 4 [21℄. The approximate independene of the ratio must be aidentalwhen onsidered in the orthodox piture of J= prodution.This saling behaviour �nds, however, a natural explanation in the modelof the statistial prodution of J= mesons at the hadronization [21℄. Wereall here that the statistial models of hadron prodution (hadronization)are suessfully used to desribe the data from the entral Pb+Pb ollisionsas well as from the interations of elementary partiles (p+p; e++e�). Thetemperature parameter whih de�nes the available phase-spae is found tobe energy and system size independent (for su�iently high energies) [4℄,it ranges between 160�190 MeV. In order to reprodue the measured J= yield the temperature parameter T � 176 MeV is needed [21℄. It is in goodagreement with the values obtained in the analysis of hadron yield system-atis. The statistial approah to the J= reation allows for a oherent
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Fig. 4. The ratio of the mean multipliities of J= mesons and negatively hargedhadrons for inelasti nuleon�nuleon (square) and inelasti O+Cu, O+U, S+Uand Pb+Pb (irles) interations at 158 A�GeV plotted as a funtion of the meannumber of partiipant nuleons. For larity the N+N point is shifted from hNP i =2 to hNP i = 5. The dashed line indiates the mean value of the ratio.interpretation of the results on pion, strangeness and J= prodution in nu-lear ollisions. It hanges however in a signi�ant way the role of the J= meson. As being produed diretly at the hadronization it is not sensitiveto the form of prehadroni matter. But due to its large mass and smallross setion for hadroni interations it an serve as a sensitive probe of thehadronization proess.5. Event-by-event �utuationsThe question whether statistial models an serve as a valid desription ofthe A+A ollision proess is ruial in the interpretation of the experimentalresults. The disussion presented above was based on the analysis of theinlusive data on hadron prodution, i.e. the results obtained by averagingover a lass of seleted events (e.g. entral ollisions). A key test of thevalidity of the statistial approah an be done by the study of event-by-event �utuations. Large aeptane, high statistis and high quality dataobtained by the NA49 experiment [22℄ allow one to perform suh an analysisof many observables.The event-by-event �utuation of the mean transverse momentum andthe kaon to pion ratio for entral Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 A�GeV are shown inFig. 5 [24,25℄. The data are ompared with the �utuations simulated for thease of independent partile prodution where the multipliity distribution of
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Fig. 5. The event-by-event �utuations of the mean transverse momentum andthe kaon to pion ratio for entral Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 A�GeV. The solid linesindiate �utuations alulated assuming independent partile emission (the 'mixedevent' proedure).generated events is equal to the measured one (the 'mixed event' proedure).This proedure gives �utuations as expeted in the statistial model withinthe grand anonial ensemble [26℄ when the small e�ets due to quantumstatistis, Coulomb interation and resonane deays are negleted. Themeasured �utuations indeed appear to be lose to those expeted in thestatistial models, see Fig. 5.Systemati, quantitative study of event-by-event �utuations is done us-ing the � measure of �utuations [27℄. It allows to remove the in�ueneof 'unwanted' �utuations of the volume (number of wounded nuleons) ofolliding nulei. The values of �PT (the transverse momentum �utuationmeasure) obtained for all inelasti p + p interations and entral Pb+Pbollisions at 158 A�GeV are shown in Fig. 6 as a funtion of the numberof wounded nuleons [24℄. The in�uene of short range orrelations due toquantum statistis and Coulomb interation is removed from the result. Thevalue of �PT for entral Pb+Pb ollisions is onsistent with zero, the value of�PT alulated in the statistial model in grand anonial ensemble for las-sial partiles [26℄. The non-zero, positive value of �PT for p+p interationsan be attributed to the in�uene of the energy-momentum onservation,its role appears to be signi�ant for the small systems [28℄. Calulations inthe miro-anonial ensemble are needed here. In the approahes where theA + A ollisions are modelled as an independent superposition of N + Ninterations the value of � in A+A ollisions is equal to the orrespondingvalue for the elementary proess [27℄.
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Fig. 6. The �pT �utuation measure dependene on the number of wounded nule-ons. The two data points show results of the NA49 Collaboration for all inelastip+ p interations and entral Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 A�GeV.We onlude that the �utuations measured in entral Pb+Pb ollisionsat the SPS on�rm the validity of the statistial approah used to interpretthe inlusive results. 6. SummaryStatistial models of the early stage and the hadronization in high energynulear ollisions allow one a oherent interpretation of the wide spetrumof the experimental data. Within this interpretation:� the energy dependene of pion and strangeness yields serves as anevidene for Quark Gluon Plasma reation in A + A ollisions at theSPS;� the transition to the deon�ned state takes plae between the top AGSand the SPS energies and should be re�eted by a non-monotonidependene of the strangeness to pion ratio in the intermidiate energyregion;� the systematis of the J= prodution an be understood assumingthe statistial reation of the J= mesons at the hadronization; withinthis interpretation the yield of J= mesons is independent of the prop-erties of the early stage matter, but it is sensitive to the hadronizationproess.
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